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QUALITY & SAFETY ADVISOR 

 

Company 

Our client is a multi-specialized construction group with more than 2500 employees. 

The growth model is based on 3 pillars: 

 Diversification 

 Innovation 

 Export 

  

We do not innovate only in one specialty, but as a total business in several disciplines: water , energy, 

mobility, restoration, engineering, special techniques and other specialized techniques. 

Our client is a popular partner for the most complex projects and infrastructure works. For our 

challenging project region Katowice within the division cables & pipelines we want to reinforce our teams:  

 

Job description: 

In this role, you are responsible for all safety aspects on the construction site. In addition, you guarantee 

the monitoring of the quality of execution of the works. You directly report to the International QSHE 

Manager.  

 

In terms of quality, your tasks include:  

- Developing and implementing procedures and technical proposals, keeping record of forms, 

certificates, managing the project risk register.  

- Inspecting the works and activities regarding quality.  

- Collecting all necessary quality registrations.  

- Follow-up of personnel regarding toolbox, qualifications, detachment, …  

- Checking all used equipment (inspection attestations, certificates, qualification, …).  

- Analyzing and processing all records and registrations (non-conformity reports, …).  

- Reporting of non-conformities and other quality-issues to the SQHE Manager.     

 

 

In terms of safety, your tasks include:  

- Checking and assisting the Project Manager in writing and updating risk analyses.  

- Keeping record of safety information documents of the products present, and informing 

employees about their use.  

- Checking and coordinating the works and activities regarding safety.  

- Supervising the correct use of the provided safety instructions.  
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- Mobilizing all employees regarding safe behavior on the construction site and correct their 

behavior if necessary.  

- Developing and implementing adequate actions that positively stimulate safe behavior. 

- Collecting all necessary safety registrations.  

- Supervising all works with dangerous products.  

- Drawing up all necessary reports. 

 

Profile 

 We’re looking for someone who has knowledge and a first experience in the field of QSHE, 

through studies and/or work experience.  

 You have a passion for quality and safety, and know how to enthuse others and keep them alert 

to strictly follow all instructions and regulations. This is something you do on a daily basis.  

 You obtained a Master of Civil Engineering, University level. You are a Young Graduate and 

would like to start your career in Quality & Safety or you have already some years (0-5) of 

relevant experience.  

 You are fluent in English and a good knowledge of German is a must. Ideally, you also have a 

basic knowledge of other languages.  

 You have a strong Quality & Safety Attitude. 

 Your communication skills are well developed and you can have impact in critical situations. 

 You can work independently and you also promote teamwork.  

 Your administrative skills are well developed.  

 

 

Our client offers:  

A challenging job with responsibilities in an international and dynamic environment, as well as a salary 

package that rewards your performance and experience.  

 

Contact 

Send your CV at anika.sefcikova@powerdraw.cz 

 


